RNA silencing is an essential component of gene expression regulation. Small RNAs (20-30 nt) carry the sequence information that guides the silencing effector complexes to specific targets on DNA (Transcriptional Gene Silencing) or RNA (Posttranscriptional Gene Silencing) (Law and Jacobsen, 2010; Brodersen et al., 2008) . Argonaute (AGO) proteins are factors common to all these complexes (Czech and Hannon, 2010) , but their complete protein composition is not yet sufficiently explored. A recent advancement in this subject is the observation that a novel element of such complexes in eukaryotes contains an unusual, repetitive peptide sequence binding AGO proteins -the GW/WG motif (Partridge et al., 2007; Till et al., 2007; El-Shami et al., 2007) .
The WG/GW motifs were first described in the human GW182 protein, which was postulated at that time to target specific transcripts to cytoplasmic GW bodies (Eystathioy et al., 2003) . Since then, AGO-binding properties have been demonstrated for several WG/GW motifcontaining proteins, including GW182 homologs in Caenorhabditis elegans (AIN-1 and AIN-2) (Zhang et al., 2007) , Drosophila (GAWKY) (Behm-Ansmant et al., 2006) , Schizosaccharomyces pombe (Tas3) (Partridge et al., 2007) and Arabidopsis thaliana large subunit of RNA PolV (NRPE1) (El-Shami et al., 2007) .
Strikingly, a comparison of the Arabidopsis NRPE1 GW/WG sequence with sequences of other plants shows little conservation in the repeats other than the WG/GW pairs, even between relatively closely related species. Figure 1 shows a dot-plot, representing comparison of amino acid sequences for the large subunit of PolV from Arabidopsis and Vitis vinifera, where the whole sequence is well conserved with the exception of the region containing GW/GW domain (Fig. 1, indicated by red box). Despite low sequence similarity, the domains re- Red box marks repetitive WG/GW AGO-binding domain veal a common amino acid composition, being rich in glycine, serine and tryptophan with low levels of cysteine, phenylalanine, histidine, methionine and tyrosine (Karlowski et al., 2010) . The lack of sequence similarity, however, does not influence the functional universality of the domain. As demonstrated by El-Shami and coworkers (ElShami et al., 2007) in a domain swapping experiment, the human sequence with GW/WG motifs of GW182 protein can substitute an analogous region in the Arabidopsis NRPE1 protein. Such chimeric construct binds to AGO4 in vitro and restores its DNA methylation activity, while the amino acid sequences show barely detectable similarity (El-Shami et al., 2007) .
The unusual character of the AGO-binding WG/GW domain imposes several challenges and raises important questions. The highly divergent sequence, variable ami-no acid lengths of the motifs and irregular number of repeats make the detection of the domain very difficult. Therefore, one of the most important tasks is to search for methods that will allow efficient annotation of this type of sequences. Most of the current annotation tools rely on sequence preservation --higher sequence similarity means a conserved function and a higher probability of correct protein description. However, in the case of WG/GW domain, the sequence shows a high level of divergence. To address this issue, we have developed in our laboratory a comprehensive set of bioinformatics tools which allow reliable identification of the domain, determination of its boundaries as well as statistical quantification of the predictions' quality (Zielezinski and Karlowski, 2011) . Additionally, employing a method similar to the domain swapping experiment by El-Shami group (El-Shami et al., 2007) , we have shown in silico that the new annotation algorithm, which is based on the sequence composition rather than the linear similarity, properly encapsulates the important features of the GW/GW motif. In our experiment, scoring tables calculated on plant or animal sequences were used to annotate animal or plant proteomes, respectively. In this way, we have shown that despite the non-detectable sequence similarity, the cross-taxonomic approach works well, and demonstrates conserved features of the functional AGO-binding domain. Moreover, the tool has been successfully applied to Arabidopsis whole genome annotation and the results survived laboratory validation (Karlowski et al., 2010) . This approach expands the arsenal of annotation tools by allowing the identification of poorly conserved domains with AGO-binding proteins.
At the moment, we can annotate the AGO-binding domains in all organisms with high statistical confidence. However, several crucial questions still remain unanswered. One of the most important issues concerns the presence of other low conserved functional domains. Is their structure also based on the presence of the tryptophan residues? Which other amino acids in such domains are crucial and which can be easily substituted? Evidently, questions like this can only be answered by concurrent efforts of bioinformatics and laboratory approaches.
Another interesting aspect of the WG/GW domain properties concerns its unusual sequence diversity. It would be quite interesting to obtain a deeper understanding of the evolutionary mechanisms responsible for the shaping of the non-conserved character of the domain. Obviously, there are some differences in the degree of sequence preservation in plants and animals, which raise a very interesting question about the diversity of the evolutionary mechanism shaping the domain in various taxonomic groups. Recently, it has been shown that viruses encode proteins harboring the functional GW/WG motifs, which leads to the suppression of host silencing mechanisms (Bivalkar-Mehla et al., 2010) . In this context, the unusual diversity of closely related sequences may be explained by a molecular race for efficiency of AGO-binding properties.
The lack of sequence conservation also imposes undetermined structural properties of the domain. It resembles, somehow, the case of recently described Intrinsically Disordered Domains (IDD) (Ward et al., 2004) . Therefore, it is possible that besides conserved tryptophan and glycine residues in the GW/WG domain, other components are responsible for the creation of the binding environment, and dynamically adjust to the interaction properties of the complex.
Recently, research on the function of WG/GW domains has become even more complex and interesting. Three papers have been published (Braun et al., 2011; Chekulaeva et al., 2011; Fabian et al., 2011) that depict a novel function for the GW-based motifs. It has been demonstrated that C-terminal regions of the GW182 proteins from humans and Drosophila function by recruiting components of the CCR4-NOT complex inducing deadenylation and mRNA decay. Moreover, the Filipowicz group (Chekulaeva et al., 2011) have clearly presented that tryptophan residues located in the C-terminal region of the protein, similar as in AGO-binding activity, are required and sufficient for the interaction with silencing complex. In an additional and rather spectacular experiment, the authors introduced random mutations that transformed amino acids in the unstructured fragment of the yeast protein Sic1p21 into tryptophan. Interestingly, such artificially generated sequences, somewhat resembling the W-motifs, were able to induce mRNA repression by recruiting CCR4-NOT (Chekulaeva et al., 2011) . These findings provoke new challenges for computational annotation algorithms, because at the current stage method developed in our laboratory can only classify the CCR4-NOT affinity as a low probable AGO binding domain. New information regarding the properties of the WG/GW domains and modification of statistical methods is clearly required to allow efficient and reliable identification of this new function of the W-domain.
The newly discovered molecular roles for W-based motifs fill another gap in the description of functional small RNA silencing complexes. At the same time they raise new questions and open new exciting perspectives for creative research, where computational methods play a crucial role in exploring new solutions, seeking new answers and going where no scientist has gone before. It is clear that the quest for not-yet-identified proteins with AGO or CCR4-NOT binding domains has just begun. The question if, two identified functions saturate all the possible activities of W-based domains, remains open. However, it is obvious now that the time has come to focus on the non-conserved, unstructured parts of proteins with more scientific attention.
